New Name, More Services!

6 LPG Primary Care practices are now officially Coastal Medical

We are excited to share that your Lifespan Physician Group (LPG) Primary Care practice has officially taken on the name, logo, and brand of Coastal Medical!

LPG Primary Care and Coastal Medical (both part of Lifespan) have worked closely together to provide a wider array of primary care services and programs to patients. We are truly looking forward to this next step in our collaboration.

Below are the six LPG Primary Care locations that are now Coastal Medical Practices

Coastal Medical...

- Cranston Primary Care – 1500 Pontiac Ave., Suite 101, Cranston
- Jamestown Primary Care – 20 Southwest Ave., Jamestown
- Metacom Primary Care – 639 Metacom Ave., Warren
- Newport County Primary Care – formerly 50 Memorial Blvd (see satellite locations)
- Tiverton Primary Care – 711 Main Rd, Tiverton
- Warwick Primary Care – 501 Centerville Rd., Suite 101, Warwick

What will stay the same?

- The integration and rebranding to Coastal Medical will be seamless for patients. Your clinician, practice location, care team, appointments, and MyLifespan portal will not change due to this integration.
- Your health insurance and billing statements will also remain unchanged due to this integration, regardless of any notifications you may receive.

What is new?

- Signage and materials at the practices listed above are using Lifespan’s Coastal Medical name, logo, and branding.
- In addition to the current Coastal clinical services and programs already being offered, patients at these practices who are 18 and older will have access to Coastal365 locations, which offer adult sick visits (by appointment only) after-hours, on weekends, and holidays.
- You will also be notified of additional primary care clinical services/programs as they become available.

To learn more about this integration, read our Frequently Asked Questions.

We are extremely excited about the expanded services this integration presents for all our patients. It is our privilege to continue to care for you.

The Care Team at Coastal Medical